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INTRODUCTION
Historic house museums are immersion experiences into the past. They serve as
intimate and tactile connections between the exhibits, the visitors, and the past. House
museums are ways for patrons to understand complex historical concepts. Since the first
house museum, the preservation movement has spread across the country multiplying in
number and popularity, propelled by a growing interest in state and local history. Today,
approximately six thousand preserved houses are open to the public as museums. 1 Most
are small institutions with both paid and volunteer staff. Issues arise with house
museums because of their popularity and the nature of historical tourism in the United
States. It is important to understand the environment in which house museums function
in order to understand the need for new operating procedures for the next generation of
museum patrons. House museums have seen a decline of visitors in recent years, but are
still popular and dynamic settings for historical education.
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first, "Examining Virginia's Historic
Mouse Museums," is an examination of historic house museums in the United States, and
Virginia in particular. This section discusses the role of historic house museums as
educational tools, their history in the United States, and the crisis they currently face.
The second part is focused on Mulberry Hill, which is owned by the Staunton River
Battlefield State Park in Charlotte County, Virginia. The house is currently not open to
the public, but there are plans for preservation and interpretation that would make this a
possibility. This section first examines the history of Mulberry Hill, its original owner
Judge Paul Carrington, and his descendents. Judge Carrington was an important member
of the House of Burgesses and the Virginia Legislature, as well as a successful plantation
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owner. Carrington's descendents were witnesses to the Civil War's effect on Charlotte
County and lived on the property until the 193Os. The paper concludes with a
prospective interpretative plan for the site.
PART I. EXAMINING HISTORIC HOUSE MUSEUMS
Chapter 1: The Conversion of Private Home to Public Museum
Museums exist in many forms and cover many different areas of history, scienc�,
and art. Different organizations have definitions of what museums are and their
purposes. According to the International Council of Museums, a museum is a "non-profit
making, permanent institution in the service of society and its development, and open to
the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits, for
purposes of study, education and enjoyment, material evidence of people and their
environment."2 The American Association of Museums defines them as institutions that
meet this accreditation criteria: "legally organized nonprofit or government entity,
essentially educational in nature, approved mission, open to the public for at least two
years, open to the public at least 1,000 hours a year, have at least one paid professional
staff, and have an appropriate program of documentation and care and use of
collections."3 In general, a museum is often a nonprofit or government institution that
educates and enriches the community through objects and collections stirring discussion.
Education of visitors should be the most important aspect of any museum. To ensure
this, most museums go through an accreditation process by an international, national, or
state organization to ensure they meet a standard for education and exhibition.
House museums grew in popularity in the twentieth century, because they were
seen as accessible ways for patrons to connect with the past. Jessica Foy Donnelly's
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Interpreting Historic House Museums describes house museums as "compact and holistic
,
environments for offering lessons in history.' 4 While architecture and living styles have
changed, people can still relate to their ancestor's way oflife despite the decades or more
separating them. Donnelly emphasizes this point when she says, "Every visitor starts
with the benefit ofunderstanding this fundamental relationship ... that people actually
lived in the structure extends the basic connection, for people are interested in and can
relate in basic ways to others, even those of a different time. "5 This makes the
interpretation ofa house museum somewhat easier than an exhibit on outer space, a place
where very few human beings have ever been.
The purpose ofhistoric house museums is to educate through the setting ofa
house. These types of museums are set apart from their thematic counterparts because of
their sentimentality and intimacy. Sophie Forgan, author of"Building the Museums:
Knowledge, Conflict, and the Power ofPlace," discusses the importance ofthe actual
building: "Buildings are artifacts in themselves, created at considerable expense and
reflecting the intellectual and material context ofthe society in which they were founded.
In the case of a museum, the actual building (or its articulation within an existing
building) is an integral part of the collection."6 A house museum is built upon the
premise that a house can educate visitors through its own history and the history ofits
owners. Connections are essential to enticing people to learn about such things as
churning butter and tilling soil. A good historic house museum capitalizes upon these
connections.
The process to create a house museum can be long and complicated. Sherry
Butcher-Younghans, author ofHistoric House Museums: A Practical Handbook/or Their
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Preservation and Management, details the steps to become an accredited house museum.
The first step is to establish a governing body and develop short- and long-term plans.
The museum staff must author its governing documents, including bylaws and a mission
statement. It must also establish itself as an approved non-profit institution. According
to the Internal Revenue Service, nonprofits are designated as charitable, cultural, and/or
educational. 7 The mission statement is the most important document for a museum. It is
used by the governing body of the museum to direct the organization's focus. Butcher
y0W1ghan describes the mission statement as "a brief summary of the scope and purpose
of the museum, it defines the institution - the time period, ethnic group, and geographic
area it will represent, and the objects it will collect."8 The mission statement is the
touchstone for the institution and the basis by which all other decisions should be made.
The interpretation of the site and development of the collection must correlate with the
mission statement. If an acquisition, exhibit, or goal does not fit within the parameters of
the mission statement it should be declined or eliminated.
House museums are divided into types based upon their mission statement and
interpretation. Younghan outlines four major types of historic house museums. The four
types are: documentary, representative, aesthetic and combination. The first, Butcher
YoW1ghan remarks, is "the most common type... which commemorates a rich or famous
individual or family."9 Documentary historic house museums focus on the life or lives of
one particular person or their family. These are the most common type of historic house
museums, exemplified by George Washington's MoW1t Vernon, J.D. Rockefeller's
Colonial Williamsburg, and Thomas Jefferson's Monticello.
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The second, representative house museums, "have been restored to interpret a
particular style of architecture from a particular period. " 10 This type of museum focuses
on the house itself instead of the inhabitants or the structure's contents. The Henry Ford
Museum and Greenfield Village in Dearbo� Michigan, is an example of the
representative house museum. These museums usually are filled with related exhibits but
do not necessarily inform the visitor about the owners of the house.
The third type, the aesthetic house museum, "serves as the setting for special
collections, where decorative and fine arts, furniture, and antiques from various periods
are displayed." 11 These exhibits disregard the house as anything other than a building to
house the collection. The Henry Francis de Pont Winterthur Museum in Wilmington,
Delaware, is an example of an aesthetic house museum. Hybrid museums combine two
or more of these types. The C.M. Russell Museum in Great Falls, Montana, combines
documentary, representative and aesthetic types of house museums through a three
building complex. While aesthetic and representative museums view the house as a
structure for the collection, the documentary museum embraces the owners of the
building as an integral part of the interpretation.
The mission statement of a historic house museum influences the interpretive plan
of the house. When considering a house museum, the house itself must be considered in
the interpretation. Architecture is an exciting platform for historical discussion about
family dynamics, gender roles, and economic classes. Dwight Pitcaithley, author of
"H:istoric Sites: What Can Be Learned from Them?," remarks, "the incorporation of the
structural and physical history of a building into an interpretive program adds meaningful
insight into the site's history and provides the public with a 'backstage' analysis of what
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it is viewing." 12 It is important for house museums to have unique aspects to differentiate
between houses and to show the diversity within a single time period. House museums
must balance interpretative exhibits throughout the house with the importance of the
house itself. As an example, Mount Vernon, a premier Virginia example of a house
museum, incorporates programs about the lives of the Washingtons and the operation of
their plantation with interpretive tours throughout the house.
Interpretation is one of the most important aspects of a historic house museum
and almost entirely determines the experience of the visitor. The house is a silent witness
that cannot reveal its own story. It is up to the museum staff and their interpretation to
make the house's story come alive for the visitor. Harris states, "The best sites have
excellent interpretation and tell stories that affect the people viscerally." 13 Interpretation
is best achieved when informed interpreters and museum staff gather together to write an
interpretation plan for the museum.
When considering a formal exhibit, several factors must be considered, including
"physical setting, its knowledge sources, its purpose, staff training, and funding." 14 The
board of trustees and the curator must decide what is most important about the house
before they start interpreting the property. Barbara Levy writes, "an interpretation plan is
meant to guide a site in determining what meanings and relationships it wants to reveal,
as well as how and for whom it should do this." 15 Interpretation plans take into account
the objectives of the museum, the historical facts found through meticulous research, and
the study of the house itself. They can be either long- or short-range and should follow
closely the museum's mission statement. Levy explains, "an interpretive plan is to
answer three basic sets of questions: first, what is the site about? ... second, who is the
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interpretation for? ...third, how will the museum go about communicating what the site is
about while meeting the needs of the audiences?" 16 Depending on the exhibition or tour,
the interpreter must address certain aspects of the museum for the visitors. Historical
accuracy must be maintained when interpreting a house's former owners, while still
memorializing them through the preservation of the structure. Fictitious stories can
sometimes be more exciting than the facts, but according to Butcher-Younghans, their
propagation "only serves to undermine the integrity of the historic house." 17 Focus
should always remain on education and engaging the visitor.
The conversion of a private home into a historic house museum can be a long and
complex process. It includes finding funding, acquiring approval from governmental
agencies, preservation, and development of interpretation. The creation of a historic
house museum requires concerted effort on the part of a site's staff and volunteers.
Historic ·house museums depend on their staff to create a connection to domestic history
which enriches and entices its visitors through the museum interpretation.

Chapter 2: The History of Historic House Museums

Historic house museums have a long history in the United States. House
museums began as a European phenomenon, a way to show off wealth and status through
tours of the house. Royal palaces and country estates were open to fashionable travelers.
In Linda Young's article, "Is There a Museum in the House? Historic Houses as Species
of Museum," she discusses the British predecessor to America's historic house museum.
She writes, "Country houses - the ancestral estates of the English nobility, many of
which are not museums at all but private houses ... [are] deeply connected to the presence
of a hereditary aristocracy in which property inheritance was by primogeniture." 18 While
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Americans focused on building a new nation, historic preservation was neglected and
important structures slowly deteriorated.
By the 1800s, the earliest homes in the former Virginia colony were already gone,
and even Independence Hall in Philadelphia was in danger of demolition until in 1816
historical associations pressured the city to purchase the property. 19 Patrick H. Butler III
reports in his work, "Past, Present, and Future: The Place of the House Museum in the
Museum Community," that the first formal preservation of a residential property was
undertaken in 184 7 in Deerfield, Massachusetts. The Hoyt or "Indian" House was the
last remaining structure associated with the Deerfield Massacre of 1704. Though the
community failed to preserve the structure, they were able to preserve the door and later
rebuilt the house.20
The first successful preservation project for a residential property occurred in
Newburgh, New York, where General George Washington had maintained his
headquarters during part of the American Revolution. The Hasbrouck House had
survived only because the owner, Jonathan Hasbrouck, could not repay a government
loan and had put the house on the market to raise funds. Local resident Andrew Caldwell
and New York governor Hamilton Fish banded together to petition the New York
legislature for preservation funding.21 On July 4, 1850, the house was opened to the
public.22 Though citizens had spearheaded the preservation effort, the state stood as the
agency of preservation. Despite these other early efforts, the even more famous home of
George Washington set the precedent for citizen organized preservation.
Mount Vernon, one of the first historic house museums, was established in the
mid-nineteenth century by the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association. The early house
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museum movement developed during a time when tourism was thriving. According to
Patricia West's Domesticating History, "visits to the new prisons and asylums, to places
of 'sublime' natural beauty, and to rural cemeteries, as well as pilgrimages to sites with
hallowed historical associations, were becoming more and more popular. 1123 The
movement also engaged in the contemporary dialogue of republican motherhood and the
woman's duty to create a proud history for her family.
Mount Vernon was an important model for the preservation movement. West
writes, "It was a public history museum conceived by a women's organization, it was a
recreated domestic environment memorializing a mythologized white male political
figure, and its institutional persona was devised in response to the political context of its
establishment. " 24 The house and the organization that preserved it set a precedent for
future historic house museums.
Mount Vernon piqued the interest of Louisa Bird and Ann Pamela Cunningham in
1853. Ann Pamela Cunningham, who originated the project, was the daughter of a
powerful family from South Carolina. She bad published a biography of her family
before undertaking the preservation of Mount Vernon, and fully believed women were
intellectually equal to men, stating, "Mind has no sex."25 Mount Vernon was owned at
that time by John Augustine Washington, a poor descendent of Washington, who had
tried to petition the Virginia state government and national government twice to buy the
house. 26 He was turned away each time, leaving him open to entertain offers to convert
the crwnbling structure into a hotel or other profitable institution.
In December 1853, Ann Pamela Cunningham, sent her "Appeal to the Ladies of
the South" through "the Charlestown Mercury" . 27 She used her connections to gain
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support for the project. Cunningham capitalized on the fight against a perceived invading
northern culture to stimulate a upublic feminine action 11 from wealthy southern women.
As the preservation process continued, it became evident that the amount of funds needed
to recreate the idealized home of the nation's first president could not be solely of
southern origin. According to West, by November 1854, Cunningham had abandoned
her southern pride emphasis and instead focused her third appeal on "the ability of
women to rise above and perhaps even ameliorate political conflict. "28 Cunningham
understood the importance of "the common Father" superseded sectional pride and
encouraged North.em women to join the organization despite the unhappiness of some of
the southern members. 29
Wealthy women of the North and South sought to help in the effort to save Mount
Vernon. Cunningham wanted to created a legislative charter for the Mount Vernon
Ladies' Association of the Union. On March 15, 1856, O.W. Langfitt, a Richmond
attorney, took the bill to the Virginia legislature. Though some members of the
legislature were unwelcoming to a group of women from all over the country, the ladies
convinced their allies, and the organization was formally chartered on March 19, 1856.
Though the body was still without access to the house, since John Washington had
withdrawn MoWlt Vernon from the real estate market just before the official creation of
the MVLA, the women continued fundraising. Cunningham created a strong
organization and raised funds while courting Washington's descendent. The charter
placed Cunningham as the executive leader with "vice-regents" in each of the states
which "interest in Mount Vernon's 'rescue' had arisen."30 In February 1860, the MVLA
finally took formal possession of Mount Vernon. The acquisition of the estate was an
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extraordinary development for women and preservation history. In Cunningham's words,
"Woman, in her appropriate sphere, on her heavenly appointed mission, has dared to
undertake that from which Man shrank appalled, and has triumphed where he had
failed."31 Cunningham and Mount Vernon model placed the safeguarding of American
history squarely in the sphere of women.
Women stood as the protector of the home's ideals. Cunningham proclaimed that
women and southern women specifically were the protectors of republican ideals and
southern traditions. While away at her ancestral home, Cunningham hired Sarah Tracy,
an Emma Willard School graduate, to oversee the preservation of the house and Upton
Herbert, a craftsman, to perform the work. Throughout the Civil War, Tracy and Herbert
tried to protect the house. It was not until after the conflict that real reconstruction and
preservation took place.
Mount Vernon and the MVLA became the model for a long-standing trend of
associating women with public history. Laurence Vail Coleman's 1933 handbook on
historic house museums emphasized this gender bias, consistently referring to museum
staff or volunteers as "she" and making no mention of male participation.32 The Mount
Vernon Ladies' Association was only the first in a long line of women's beneficent
organizations to take on the task of preservation. Even today, the United Daughters of
the Confederacy maintains Stratford Hall, the ancestral home of Robert E. Lee; the
Colonial Dames, which has chapters in forty-five states, maintains museums in nineteen
of them and the District of Columbia; 33 and Mary Galt' s Association for the Preservation
of Virginia Antiquities are just a few examples of women's organizations involved in the
preservation of Virginia.
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The development of Thomas Jefferson's former home, Monticello, shows a
change in the nature of the national government's interest in historical institutions. In the
Progressive Era the political sphere still consisted almost entirely of men, but women had
begun to take a more active role. Previously, Cunningham included the legislature only
when it was necessary, believing politics to be unfriendly to women. Maud Littleton was
the Texas-born wife of New York Congressman John Littleton. After a visit to
Monticello, located near Charlottesville, Virginia, Mrs. Littleton began a campaign for
the United States government to turn the home into a government-run monument to
Thomas Jefferson. Rer first step in July 1912 was to petition the House Committee on
Rules of the U.S. Congress to intervene in buying Monticello through eminent domain.
Littleton's methods show how, according to West, "women's networks ha[d] been drawn
closer to the state as many of their fonnerly private goals and functions were co-opted by
the expanding Progressive Era government."34 The development of Monticello was
entrenched in political argument.
Monticello had been bought in 1836 by Uriah Phillips Levy, a U.S. Naval Officer
from New York. At his death, Levy willed the estate to "'the People of the United
States,' to be used as an agricultural school for the orphans of naval officers."35 The
Confederate government seized and sold the land in 1862. After the Civil War and the
restoration of the Union, Levy's descendents contested the will and were eventually
granted a favorable ruling. Jefferson Levy, the sole heir, consolidated his title to the
house and land in 1879. Jefferson Levy's more than three-decade long attachment to the
house made him unwilling to sell, despite Littleton's argument that Uriah Levy had
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willed the estate to the nation. Littleton ran a contentious campaign, citing the Levy
Family as "outsiders" and "aliens" despite having lived in America for generations. 36
Jefferson's image had been used as a symbol ofpolitical unity, yet Littleton's
Jefferson�Monticello Memorial Association further divided political factions due to the
principle of eminent domain, and the growth of government involvement with historic
sites. Editorials from publications like House Beautiful, a popular domestic magazine,
argued against Littleton's proposal, while advocating for an "expanding government
influence... deploy[ing] 'the same sort ofcensorship over historic houses that the Italian
government exercises' by appointing a committee to see to it that historic buildings
would not 'be put to desecration."37 While the public at large saw Littleton's actions
questionable, especially because she was in effect stealing a man's home, they approved
ofgovernment taking a more active role in preserving U.S. history.
In February 1914, Littleton successfully petitioned the state of Virginia to adopt,
according to West, "a key resolution declaring that Levy's ownership of Monticello was
inhibiting public access. "4° Congress also passed a joint resolution declaring the estate
'"the Mecca ofall lovers ofliberty. "'41 Levy, bowing to political and social pressure,
agreed to sell in exchange for a life interest in the estate. Next, there was the question of
who would be the steward of Monticello. Congress retained ownership until 1923 when
it transferred the property to a conglomerate ofNew York lawyers and businessmen
called the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation (TJMF).
In 1923, the foundation hired Fiske Kimball to chair the restoration committee of
Monticello. Kimball, a professor of art at the University of Virginia and a Harvard
trained architect, carefully tried to broker a deal between the TJMF and the National Park
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Service, but the foundation's trustees resisted government involvement. West writes,
"Kimball's influence over Monticello and the field ... reflected an uneven... trend in which
voluntarists, mainly women, were replaced in positions of leadership by professionals,
mainly college-educated men."42 The hiring of Kimball revealed a shift toward
professionalism in preservation. This created a better standard for preservation methods,
but perhaps lost some of the enthusiasm associated ,vi.th volunteerism.
It was evident from the development of Monticello that big business and
government alike were taking an interest in history. Emily Wise in "Development
Strategies of Historic House Museums" recorded that, "in 1933, museums in the U.S.
owned about forty homes, including the Philadelphia Museum of Art, who owned a
significant percentage of that total.',43 The federal government saw opportunity in
retaining historically significant properties. Wise, quoting Fiske Kimball, wrote, "State
governments, through their historical and conservation commissions, are beginning to
follow Federal leadership in study and care of works of local significance."44 Business
elites like John D. Rockefeller and Henry Ford had begun to make their mark in the
public history realm as well.
Rockefeller's "preservation" of Virginia's colonial capital city, Williamsburg, in
1926 initiated new movements in the preservation campaign. Pitcaithley writes, ''the
conception of this site revolutionized the preservation movement.',45 In the 1930s, the
public's overwhelmingly positive response prompted Kenneth Chorly, president of
Colonial Williamsburg, to call it "proof that history can be sold.',46 The recreation and
preservation of the historical district was the first of its kind and was a remarkable task
for a man who was neither trained nor inclined to learn the practicalities of public history.
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Rockefeller saw the village as a symbol, "valuable for 'the lesson it teaches of the
patriotism, high purpose, and unselfish devotion of our forefathers to the com..-non
good.'"47 The project was an undertaldng since most of the original town was gone,
demolished, and rebuilt over time. Williamsburg created a legacy that future preservation
programs would follow up into the twenty�first century. Pitcaithley lists the four
standards:
Colonial Williamsburg initiated the idea of regarding whole towns as
pre$erv�ti<;>n entitie$.. , ad<;>pted a creeci that stres$ed the desirability ()f re$toring a
site to a particular period ... popularized the idea that recreation of missing
structural elements regardless of size or complexity was not only attainable but
educationally imperative... the directions of Colonial Williamsburg first
determined that the village was going to be re-created, then they began the
research. 48
The park was a model for a representative historic collection of house museums.
Colonial Williamsburg incorporated entirely rebuilt structures with antique finishing to
create the effect of genuine authenticity.
Around the same time Rockefeller and his partners were recreating Virginia's
former capital, the national government was making legislative strides in public history.
In 1933, the National Park Service and the I=Iistoric American Buildings Survey were
established, marking the federal government's commitment to preservation.49 The
government not only saw historical buildings as opportunities for civil works, but also as
symbols of a stronger America. In 1933, the federal government established the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) for unmarried, unemployed men between the ages of eighteen
and twenty-five to help them learn skills and earn a living wage. 50 Two years later, the
Works Progress Administration was created as a specialty program for skilled laborers.
The Federal Arts Project allowed unemployed artists to paint public and federal
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buildings, while musicians organized community symphonies and concerts. These
programs constructed highways and buildings, cleared slums, and performed
reforestation and rural rehabilitation while giving the workers freedom to use their artistic
skills. In 1936, the CCC opened six state parks in Virginia: Douthat, Westmoreland,
Hungry Mother, Fairy Stone, Staunton River, and First Landing, formally known as
Seashore. 51 These preservation projects and others around the country employed more
than three million men. Another large scale preservation program like this would not
occur until the President Lyndon B. Johnson's Great Society initiative thirty years later.
During the 1960s, Congress passed additional legislation to aid in the
development of historic house museums and related preservation activities.
Groundbreaking arts programs were established including the National Arts and Cultural
Development Act of 1964, the National Foundation on the Arts and :Humanities Act of
1965, the National Endowment for the Humanities and the National Endowment of the
Arts. The latter organizations still provide funding for museums today. State and local
government agendas paralleled national initiatives, but the economic recessions of the
1980s and 2000s hurt funding for the arts. Consequently government projects could no
longer be relied on, and the vast number of house museums in need led to numerous
problems.
The history of historic house museums and preservation in America spans almost
the entire length of the country's existence. It was marked by strong women joining
together to save the first president's home and jump starting an entire movement. The
history also exemplifies the changes in America politically, economically, and socially.
Modem historic house museums have a strong legacy from which to build upon, but
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future changes must be made to keep these types of museums competitive and attractive
to visitors.

Chapter 3: The Critical Issues Facing U.S. House Museums Today

Contemporary house museums face many problems, including changing
technology, type of audience, and insufficient funding. The traditional methods are lack
luster and are losing ground in the modem market. Docent-led tours and part-time
interpretors, however passionate, cannot compete against bigger and flashier museums
with interactive exhibits using advanced technology. The latter type of musewn can draw
more attention, because it can entice visitors in a way that historic house museums
cannot. While larger historic house museums, such as Mount Vernon or Williamsburg,
are connected to the tourism industry and have become tourist destinations in their own
right, smaller museums do not benefit in the same way.
The entire historical tourism industry has seen a dectine in attendance since the
late 1990s. While the dramatic drop-offs of vacations and tourism following the
September, 11, 2001 attacks can be blamed for the lack of visitors, a longer range study
shows that tourism has been declining for more than twenty years. Even the most
popular have seen a decrease in ticket sales due to terrorist attacks, rising prices of gas,
and other concerns. Mount Vernon has seen the trend first-hand, with attendance
dropping decade by decade from 1,054,000 in the 1970s, to 1,011,000 in the 1980s, to
992,000 and 935,000 in the 1990s and 2000s. 52 The country's changing demographics
has created a demand for more museums addressing minority history. Tiiis situation
created the need for more creative interpretation strategies and exhibitions. Curators and
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museum staff are forced to devise new tactics to save money while still educating and
entertaining patrons.
A revision of a lease, fund.raising, or joint ownership between a private and public
agency can be alternative solutions to government agencies running a historic house
museum. Gunston Hall, the former home of George Mason, exemplifies co-ownership of
a property. The museum was formally gifted to the Commonwealth of Virginia in 1949,
but has been administered by a Board of Regents chosen by The National Society of The
Colonial Dames of America since preservation began on the property. This partnership
has been successful in this case as shown by Gunston Hall's 2011 Year End Report. The
museum's director, David L. Reese stated, "This has been a difficult year for not-for
profit organizations in America ... Gunston Hall remains healthy for one reason: private
support. Much of this support comes from Gunston's loyal and generous Regents and
Former Regents." 53 Resourceful solutions like this can be found for other properties.
Technology should also be embraced as a cost effective way to educate visitors. It
can prolong the life of collections through controlled environments and preservation
techniques, make it easier for patrons to access research, and improve communication
between the museum and its visitors. In addition to new conservation technologies that
are vital to maintaining a safe structure, which is the most important element of a house
museum, technology can aid museum staff in marketing strategies through guest research
and visitor surveys. Communication and personal connection are important elements of
drawing in visitors. Contemporary visitors are linked in so many different ways to their
experiences through the internet, and for historic house museums to be competitive they
must also create these avenues for connection. These surveys show, according to Carson,
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"modem visitors are not content to be passive spect?.? .,�s ' ,;,_ \lisitors want to be
immersed in the history they are exploring. Eu-= ' ·.ging prcsenta;.ions and the use of
"costumed interpreters" have shown to be the best way to achieve this. Williamsburg,
acknowledging the decline of visitors, performed surveys to try to better their visitor
experience. These surveys showed that "62% of. .. respondents indicated that while they
were unlikely to visit for historical or preservation--oriented reasons, they might visit if
they were intellectually challenged or stimulated." 55 This helps museum staff focus their
finances on the areas in which visitors are most interested and away from less significant
areas.

PART II. MULBERRY HILL AS A IDSTORIC HOUSE MUSEUM
Chapter 5: Introducing of Mulberry Hill
The history of Virginia's Southside is important to the story of the United Stares'
development as a country. Many of the region's residents were important members of
the colonial government and the emerging national leadership. The Southside's history is
rich and important to understanding the growth of the country. Honorable Judge Paul
Carrington was one of those significant figures in Virginia's history, although he is little
remembered outside ofjudicial histories. His story has been recorded as part of Charlotte
County's prominent history. 56 Paul Carrington was born on March 5, 1734 to Colonel
George Carrington of Barbados and his wife Ann Mayo. Colonel Carrington had
immigrated to Boston Hill in Goochland County, Virginia, before his marriage. In 1750
Paul Carrington, desiring to become a lawyer, traveled to what was then Lunenburg
County, Virginia to clerk under Clement Read. In 1755, while just starting his own law
practice, Carrington married his mentor's daughter, Margaret Read. The next year, they
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moved into Mulberry Hill on land Clement Read had gifted to the young couple. Already
Carrington was interacting with some of the wealthiest and prominent people in the state.
His law license was signed by George Wythe and John and Peyton Randolph. During
their marriage, Margaret and Paul had five children: Mary, George, Clement, Anne, and
Paul Jr. Unfortunately on May 1, 1766, Margaret Read Carrington died and was
subsequently buried at Mulberry Hill.
Carrington made strides to increase his lands through purchase of about 687 acres
in January 1756, 12.5 acres in 1760, and 376 acres in 1769. He also became increasingly
involved in county and state politics. In 1756, he became the King's Attorney for
Bedford County, and nine years later was elected representative for Charlotte County in
the Colonial General Assembly. In 1767, Carrington became the King's Attorney for
Mecklenburg County, and later Botetourt and Lunenburg Counties in 1770. Prior to the
Revolutionary War, Carrington served in the House of Burgesses and heard Patrick
Henry's famous speeches. In 1772, Carrington was appointed as one of Charlotte
County's presiding justices. For two years, he served as chairman of the Charlotte
County Committee and as a member of the Committee of Safety, as well as Charlotte
County's Safety Committee. In 1780, he was named the chiefjustice of the Virginia
General Court, and nine years later a justice to the newly created Virginia Court of
Appeals. 57
Carrington remarried on March 6, 1792 to Priscilla Sims, the sixteen-year-old
daughter of a family friend. Though the age difference was significant they had four
children: Henry, Lettice, Robert, and Martha. Priscilla died in September 1803, and was
buried at Mulberry Hill. In 1807 at the age of seventy-three, Paul Carrington retired from
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public office. �L hii, :·esigna.tiDil le1:ter to Governor V.'illiam H. Cabell he v..,rote, "Having
served my cou ·1r; i:or forty-two years, without intermission - nventy-nine of those years
devoted to the Judiciary Department - and being now in the seventy-fifth year of my age,
I think it time for me to retire from public business to the exalted station of a private
citizen." 58 He died eleven years later on June 23, 1818, and was buried near Margaret
and Priscilla at Mulberry Hill.
Mulberry Hill was a significant landmark in Charlotte County. The house
overlooked the extensive gardens, consisting of a bowling green and vegetable and fruit
garden areas, separated by boxwood lined walks to the south. 59 The plantation had
various outbuildings that have been torn down and rebuilt, along with slave quarters that
have since been abandoned and disappeared. In 1818, the house was willed to Paul's son
Robert though with a reduced acreage. Robert inherited less than half of the original
4,000 acres, the rest being divided among his brother and half-brothers, except for 313
acres known as "Letty's Field" meant for Lettice Carrington Coles, Robert's sister.
Robert Carrington was the second son from Paul Carrhigton's second marriage. He
bought out his sister's acreage before selling the entire estate of 1,639 and 5/8 acres to
his older half-brother Clement Carrington in 1835 for $30,000 and moving to Arkansas. 60
Clement Carrington never lived at Mulberry Hill during his adult life. Instead he
made his home at Edge Hill in Charlotte County, Virginia, a larger estate inherited
through his wife's family. He ran the plantation from afar under the stewardship of an
overseer. In 1839, Clement Carrington gifted the estate to his daughter, Nancy Cabell
Carrington, and her husband, John Blair McPhail, before dying at Edge Hill in 1847.
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The McPhails are significant to the history of Mulberry Hill, because they are
presumed to be the owners who made major renovations to the house, most likely in
order to accommodate their twelve children. They built three wings on the north, south,
and east sides of the house and updated the overall aesthetic to a more Antebellum style
indicative of Greek Revival. They also moved the entrance of the home to the west side
of the house to overlook the Staunton River, prompting the rearranging of the interior
rooms. 61 The front door was updated with a mid-nineteenth-century porch with a full
Doric entablature supported on octagonal Doric columns. (see fig. 8) 62 Their
contributions to the house created the structure still seen by visitors today. The McPhails
owned Mulberry Hill and a second plantation inherited through John McPhail's family.
Throughout the year the Estate was run by overseer Nathan Dickerson throughout the
year, acting independently when the McPhails were absent.
According to local history, Nancy McPhail played a significant part in the Battle
of Staunton River Bridge during the Civil War. The Staunton River Bridge was a vital
part of the rail lines that connected Petersburg to the south and west. As such the Union
wanted to destroy the bridge to prevent the Confederacy from stockpiling supplies.
While a Union force made its way to the bridge, Brigadier General James H. Wilson
stopped at Mulberry Hill on June 25, 1864 to question the residents. He and his men
temporarily occupied the home, using it as a hospital before the battle. While there
Wilson asked Nancy McPhail about the bridge. This is how the 1979 book, Charlotte

County: Rich Indeed, describes the interaction:
Mrs. John B. McPhail stood bravely before the assaulting Union forces and
untruthfully informed them that there was no les� than ten thousand
Confederate forces assembled to defend the bridge. In actuality, there were
approximately 938 men (642 of them were the infamous "old men and young
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boys" and 296 reserved forces) under Captain Benjamin Farinholt's command.
These valiant men thwarted three advances to destroy the bridge by more than
five thousand cavalry. By the end of the day, Staunton River Bridge, the focal
point of the battle, had been spared; also, the occupying forces at Mulberry
Hill withdrew and the house was saved.
This account is just one version of the incident and may show a romanticized view of the
events.
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Park staff would need to further verify the account beyond the footnotes

provided in the book through primary sources if available. The Battle of Staunton River
Bridge was significant because it ensured the survival of the Richmond and Danville rail
supply lines. These lines determined the success of the Confederate forces at Petersburg
as shown by General Robert E. Lee's retreat in April 1865 after they were finally cut by
Union forces. The McPhails remained in the house until John's death in 1891. The
estate was inherited jointly by John Blair McPhail II and Paul Carrington McPhail.
John Blair McPhail II died a life-long bachelor without heirs in 1904, leaving his
brother the sole owner of Mulberry Hill. Paul Carrington McPhail had married Florence
Marshall and had two daughters, Ellen or Nellie McPhail and Pauline Carrington
McPhail Marshall. At his death, in 1913, the estate was divided into lots and sold off.
The house remained a part of the widow's dower for his wife with the understanding that
the eldest daughter, Ellen, would receive it upon her mother's death.
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Ellen McPhail married Flournoy X. Barksdale in 1915. They had four children:
Dorothy, Paul Carrington, Blair, and Jean McPhail Barksdale. Under Barksdale's
leadership the estate was turned into a dairy operation. Also the house was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places. In January 1972, Ellen died following a stroke, and
four years later Flournoy followed, leaving the estate to their children. In 1982, all the
heirs sold their shares of the estate to the Butler Lumber Company, 0\.'1ned by the
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Barksdale's oldest d<l.i.1.fht'-,·'s husbacd, Jai':les Thomas Butler. 65 In May 2003, Mulberry
Hill with forty acres :..1,.r. its surrounding outbuildings, was donated by members of the
Butler family to the Staunton River Battlefield State Park.
Chapter 4: Evolving Mulberry Hill

The acquisition of Mulberry Hill by the Staunton River Battlefield State Park was
a contested decision by park staff and the surrounding community, but in 2003 the estate
was incorporated into the established state park. Mulberry Hill is owned by the Staunton
River Battlefield State Park administered under the Virginia Department of Conservation
and Recreation and aided by the Mistoric Staunton River Foundation, a "citizen-support
organization."66 The estate includes the main house flanked on its east side by several
outbuildings and a lone building to the south, and forty-one surrounding acres including
the remains of the plantation's manicured gardens and bowling green. The only
published architectural survey was done for the National Register of Historic Places
Inventory Nomination Form of Mulberry Hill in 1972. The house blends two distinct
periods of construction, Carrington's Revolutionary Era and the McPhail's Greek
Revival. The main house is two stories with three additions. The original portion of the
house built by Judge Carrington consists of the center section with single-bay, two-story
wings flanking both sides and a rear center two-story addition, added in the nineteenth
century by the McPhails (see fig. 1). Behind the house there are five outbuildings: the
overseer's quarters (see fig. 2), the kitchen (see fig. 3), (what is most likely) the
Smokehouse (see fig. 4), and the dairy and an indistinguishable building (see fig. 5). To
the right of the front of the house is an office that Judge Carrington might have used (see
fig. 6), and to the left of the outbuildings is a large pit (see fig. 7), evidence that an ice
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house probably existed due to a small, round forest of trees separate from the surrounding
foliage; archaeological investigation would have to be done to confirm this fact.
Eventually the state park would like to open the house to the public, but cuITently it is
closed and has not been interpreted.
The Staunton River Battlefield State Park is made up of several components: the
Clover Station (the main visitor -center), the earthen fort created for the Battle of Staunton
River Bridge, the converted train tracks that are part of the Rails-to-Trails program, the
Randolph Station (the converted railroad station), the Randy K. Wade archaeological site
(run by Dr. Brian Bates and the Longwood Archaeology Field School) and Mulberry
Hill. The park's purpose is ''to protect and manage a significant Civil War battlefield and
to provide for public access to and an understanding of the battlefield and the events that
occurred there. Secondary missions will be to provide public recreation and
interpretation of the region's natural and historic attributes." 68 This should be revised to
include Mulberry Hill specifically and state the interpretation of the estate.
The park has three themes: historic, nature, and cultural resources, which the
park's staff tries to incorporate in their interpretive planning. The interpretation of the
estate must satisfy all three themes. The historical theme is easily addressed through the
long history of Mulberry Hill. Natural history can be understood through the
development of agriculture in the Southside, and the restored gardens and landscape can
exemplify the time period of the restored buildings. Cultural resources are found through
archaeological discovery; the terraced landscape (where the plantation's slaves most
likely lived), icehouse pit, overseer's quarters and kitchen area, and vegetable and fruit
plots would all provide opportunities for archaeologists.
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At present the site is not visitor friendly. To make it more accessible to visitors
Mr. Jim Zanarini, the park manager, hopes to achieve three things: repair the current state
of the house, create a pa.dang lot, and connect the estate with the Rails-to-Trails path to
make the park a more cohesive site. 69 The house and outbuildings are in disrepair. The
Historic Staunton River Foundation and the park raised money to repair the overseer's
quaiters' foundation and roof. The roof of the main house requires repairs, as does the
six chimneys and foundation. To repair the house all of its contents will need to be
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catalogued, and moved to a secure, temperature-controlled environment. 7 For an
American historic site, a parking lot is a necessary component to attract visitors and make
the site accessible to disabled visitors. Mr. Zanarini hopes to create a parking lot to the
right of the estate after tearing down the old Caretaker's house, but since there is asbestos
present certain procedures make the process more difficult and costly. To tie the park
sites together, the park, Mr. Zanarini hopes to acquire land either through an easement or
sale to connect the estate to the rails-to-trails path, which connects with the Staunton
River and the earthen fort, a landscape element built by the Charlotte County volunteers
before the actual Battle of the Staunton River Bridge. This would make the park more
cohesive.
The house's history spans from the eighteenth to the twenty-first century before it
was donated to the state park. The museum should be presented as a combination of a
documentary and representative type. Interpretation of the house should focus on either
the connection to Virginia's state history, or specifically the Antebellum, Civil War, and
Reconstruction periods. Focusing on the second option (Antebellum, Civil War and post
war periods) would be best for incorporating the house with the rest of the interpretive
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site in the park. The house should be physically preserved to what it looked like during
the McPhails' tenure to correlate with this interpretation. This would appeal most to the
interests of the typical visitors, since the park is primarily associated with the Civil War,
and it would be most cost effective since the structure of the house would stay the same.
This is a better choice than restoring it to Judge Carrington's time, since that would entail
tearing down and renovating almost the entire house and would make interpreting the
long history of Mulberry Hill more difficult. Broader interpretive programs could be
developed for specialized groups, like school field trips, that focus more on the house and
its occupants' participation in the history of Virginia and Charlotte County.
The park and the Historic Staunton River Foundation commissioned the
Commonwealth Architects to assemble an "architectural and engineering team to
document, analyze, and propose rehabilitation recommendations" for the Overseer's
Quarters, and the main house. 71 Once the building is safe for public visitation,
preservation would have to be continually performed to maintain the house. Beyond the
necessary repairs :tvfr. Zanarini outlined in our interview, the interior would need to be
preserved to the time of the McPhails. The estate was gifted with the house including
any furniture, artifacts, and textiles left over the years. The park has started to catalogue
these items, but not completely. Preventative measures - safe paint, temperature control,
and secure floors and ceilings - would need to be taken before letting visitors enter the
house on a daily basis. This would all entail research into the state of the house's
interiors and exteriors during the Antebellum through Reconstruction Eras.
In interpreting the estate the house, outbuildings, and landscape should all be
taken into account. Outbuildings are significant to the story of an estate, It was from
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these buildings that a plantation was sustained. While the estate was never as large as
more well-known Virginia plantations, it can educate visitors about how a small
plantation in the southern Piedmont region existed. They also are indicative of class and
race in Virginia. Outbuildings were the work places of slaves and servants. According to
John Michael Vlach, "even the smallest plantations, run with only twenty slaves, had to
process and store over two tons of meat each year ... [the smokehouse] demonstrated a
planter's ability to manage his affairs and adequately provide for his family and his
slaves."72 The overseer's house was important because it showed the class division
between the paid employee of the plantation's owner and the unpaid slaves. Overseers
could move freely) act independently, and lived closer to the main house. The
outbuildings show a continuity of architectural style making it likely they were built
around the same time.
Further archaeological work should also be undertaken to better interpret the
landscape and gardens. The state park already has a relationship with the Longwood
Archaeology Program, so future archaeology surveys could be accomplished through
them, as well as by horticultural organizations. It is important to understand the
surrounding landscape to add context to the on-site structures. Further archaeological
work should also be done to better interpret the estate as whole. The icehouse pit, the
vegetable and fruit plots, and the area immediately behind the kitchen, or the overseer's
quarters could be productive areas of exploration. Also the terraced landscape behind the
built estate could be evidence of slave quarters, which would be a very promising area for
historical archaeologists.
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Chapter 6: Interpreting the Mulberry Hill Estate

Mulberry Hill exists in a state and region that has a variety of historic house
museums already in existence. The estate is unique because of its long history, and how
it can inform the public through different narratives about social, political, and economic
history. The architectural history informs the museum's narrative. The interpretative
plan addresses these narratives and the goals of the program, the mission and vision
statements of the historic house museum and estate specifically, how the plan will be
implemented, a realistic timeline of implementation, specific area goals, and how the
program will be evaluated once it is implemented. so Goals for the house can be as simple
as honoring the inhabitants of the home, supporting visitor's education through the
interpretation of the estate, and directing an informed discussion about the history of the
Virginia Southside region.
The goals and themes of a plan are the most complex. These are the stories that
must be communicated to every visitor because they are essential to understanding the
significance of the site's resources. For Mulberry Ifill three main goals could be:
retelling the Carrington and McPhail's stories while living in the house; explaining the
story of a Southside plantation before, during, and after the Civil War especially focusing
on the domestic events of a plantation; and teaching about the story of Virginia's history
from before the Revolutionary War up to the beginning of the twentieth century. Each of
these themes are complicated storylines that would need their own research, but would
add value to the established programming at the Staunton River Battlefield State Park and
the historical fabric of Charlotte County.
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More genealogical and historical research will need to be done to create an
interpretive plan for the estate. Some questions researchers should focus on are: what
was the day-to-day business of the plantation, who was the overseer during this time,
what was the daily life like for the inhabitants of the plantation including the McPhails
and the slaves, and what was it like living in Virginia during the Civil War. The Virginia
Historical Society currently houses all of the estate's papers including Judge Carrington's
law papers and records from the house. This would be a good place to start. Local
county records like marriage licenses, deeds, and probate records would be useful
resources. The federal census would reveal information about the nwnber of the
plantation's slaves. The information collected through this research will inform the
interpretation of the estate.
Since the house spans three hundred years, tours of the estate could take different
forms. The most cost effective way to tour the house would be to make the tour self
guided. Visitors would learn about the house through a set pathway through the rooms,
and through educational plaques and audio recordings. A park ranger or volunteer,
perhaps from the Foundation, would be on-site to introduce the tour, and answer any
questions not outlined in the house. The ranger would also direct visitors to the
outbuildings and gardens for further exploration. The gardens would be explained
through plaques similar to the interior of the house. This is a simple way of presenting
the house but would allow the public to learn about the estate more quickly after it was
opened than other docent-led tours. A second, more expensive and elaborate way of
informing visitors about the estate would be to give each group a costumed interpreter to
guide them through the house and outbuildings. This staff member might be trained to
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take on the persona of someone who lived in the house. This would give the visitor a
more personal experience since they would have an attentive guide traveling with them to
answer any questions. More park rangers or trained volunteers would need to be
available to serve at the estate since multiple rangers could be occupied with visitors, and
other would need to be placed around the estate performing tasks typical of the period.
The gardens would still be self-guided, but the pace would be more relaxing after having
gone through a guided tour.
For both tours, though especially the second, a thorough script would need to be
prepared addressing the various themes of the tour. This script would be essential,
because it would provide standard information every visitor should learn from a visit to
Mulberry Hill. It should also anticipate visitor's questions so guides can be prepared to
answer them. While there would be times a visitor will ask an unanticipated question, the
script should make this an infrequent event.
A timeline associated with the interpretive plan would be dependent upon all the
changes Mr. Zanarini wants to make as well as funding. This funding would need to
include new staff members, their training, costumes, creation and installation of
informative plaques, period decoration of the house, upkeep of the grounds, and more. A
conservative estimate would be three or more years. 81 The Foundation was able to raise
some money to begin preservation of the Overseer's Quarters, but the park will need
triple or quadruple that amount to restore the house to a safe status based on the interview
with Mr. Zanarini. In the meantime, Mulberry Rill is only used for special events, and
this might persist for some time. If research interpretation could be done from the outside
of buildings an initial interest in the site could be nurtured.

This would lose the
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connection most people would make from being able to enter and immerse themselves in
the house, but would provide a foundation for programming. Indoor activities could take
place at the Randolph station near the rails-to-trails path. This type of interpretation
would be a part-time version of the first tour presented.
Understanding what the visitor wants is an important part of developing an
interpretive plan. This latter version of the tour could happen even before preservation
has taken place and provide a starting point for evaluating the helpfulness of certain
aspects of the tour. The Historical Museum at Fort Missoula in Montana also records its
state's history through a long chronology and is a relatively small institution.

The

museum's Interpretive Plan says this about evaluation, "All programs, tours, and exhibits
are to be continually evaluated to gain the public's reaction, to discover and improve
upon weaknesses, to learn from mistakes, and to capitalize on strengths and successes." 82
Evaluation can be done through personal interviews and online or written surveys, either
for compensation or without.

Continual evaluation improves a museum's future

programming. Visitor surveys not only show the number of visitors, which is important
to gauge the popularity of the site, but the quality of their experiences which creates
return visitors.
Conclusion

House museums provide personal connections to the past through the use of
historic structures. There is a variety of museums, includµig documentary,
representational, and aesthetic, or a combination of any of the three. These museums are
found all over the country and are popular because visitors can understand unfamiliar
concepts more easily when presented through a familiar setting like a house. Because of
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their popularity, house museums are in heavy competition with other similar institutions
vying for funding, visitors, and recognition. This thesis examined three popular historic
house museums in Virginia: Mount Vernon, Monticello, and Colonial Williamsburg to
gain an understanding about the evolution of American public history. In the beginning
women were the primary motivators behind preservation projects. Following
Reconstruction a more Progressive government took a more active role in historic
preservation. By the mid-twentieth century, businessmen aclmowledged the popularity
and available market surrounding historical sites, and J.D. Rockefeller was among them.
More recently, though, historic house museums face inherited problems across the board
from small to large institutions. Declining visitor counts, limited funding, and flashier
museum counterparts have forced historic house museums to become more creative in the
interpretative programming.
The second part of this thesis evaluated Mulberry Hill as a potential historic house
museum. The estate is owned by the Staunton River Battlefield State Park and will
eventually be opened to the public. The house is a unique example of domestic history
having been in use for three hundred years. The estate as a whole can educate visitors
about its inhabitants, the home front during the Civil War, and Virginia state history. The
interpretative plan presented is an abridged version of what the park would produce but
provides potential examples of interpretation of the house. Mulberry Hill would be an
asset to the Staunton River Battlefield State Park's broader interpretative program and
enrich public discussion of Virginia's Southside history.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Mulberry Hill, Main House. Taken by the author (2012).
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Figure 2. Mulberry Hill, Overseer's Quarters. Taken by the author. (2012).

Figure 3. Mulberry Hill, Kitchen. Tken by author. (2012).
a
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Figure 4. Mulberry Hill, Smokehouse. Taken by author. (2012).

Figure 5. Mulberry Hill, Dairy and unidentified building. Taken by the author. (2012).
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Figure 6. Mulberry Hill, Office. Taken by the author. (2012).

Figure 7. Mulberry Hill. Icehouse pit (presumptive). Taken by author. (2012)
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Figure 8. Mulberry Hill, Entrance. Taken by the author. (2012)
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